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Cognitive, mood and sleep disorders are common and intractable disorders of the central nervous system, causing great

inconvenience to the lives of those affected. The gut–brain axis plays a vital role in studying neurological disorders such

as neurodegenerative diseases by acting as a channel for a bidirectional information exchange between the gut

microbiota and the nervous system.
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1. Gut Microbiota Modulates Mood through Neural Pathways

Currently, an increasing number of studies are focusing on the relationship between gut flora and psychiatric disorders

and their possible mechanisms. As a key regulator of the gut–brain axis, the gut flora has emerged as an important factor

in the development of depression . The structure of the gut flora is significantly altered in patients with depression

compared to healthy controls . Animal studies have shown that gut flora dysbiosis leads to an abnormal stress response

in the host, reduced neurogenesis and increased neuroinflammation. The transplantation of faeces from depressed

loyalists into germ-free mice induced behavioural and physiological features of depression, including a lack of pleasure

and depressive-like behaviour . Furthermore, altered intestinal flora may cause increased intestinal barrier permeability,

the activation of systemic inflammatory and immune responses, and the modulation of the release of the monoamine

neurotransmitter S-HT, altering the activity and function of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and levels of

brain-derived neurotic nutritional factor (BDNF), ultimately leading to depression . Disrupting the gut flora in healthy

individuals, for example, increases depression. Rebalancing the intestinal flora (e.g., faecal transplantation, healthy diet,

probiotics, prebiotics, exercise or medication), on the other hand, can have an antidepressant effect .

An analysis targeting neural pathways that regulate emotions showed three main pathways in the gut–brain axis (GBA) to

regulate the interaction between the gastrointestinal system and the brain nervous system: the neurological endocrine

pathway, the immune regulatory pathway and the VN pathway. The vagus nerve (VN) is a neural pathway composed of

sympathetic fibre bundles which can connect the gastrointestinal system with the nervous system in the GBA. The VN is

transmitted to the end of the neurotomy, involving histamines, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), prostaglandins, and cytokines

. The VN pathway is not directly related to the intestinal microbial group but instead determines brain activity by

transmitting sensor signals between the intestinal microbial metabolites, dopamine and amino acids . Intestinal

microorganisms may inhibit the growth and development of T cells in the intestinal lymph tissue in the immune system,

causing intestinal inflammation and affecting neurological diseases through VN such as depression, anxiety, and autism

. The intestinal flora can also affect the endocrine system of the brain through the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis

(HPA), stimulate the central nervous system (CNS) and cause anxiety and other emotional disorders. Through measuring

the concentration of norepinephrine (NE) and aldosterone (ALD) with different intestinal microorganisms, the conclusion is

that the intestinal flora affects the endocrine system through HPA .

The blood–brain barrier (BBB) and intestinal barriers are key components in brain control and intestinal flora regulation.

The exchange of molecules and nutrients between the BBB control the circulation system, and the brain substance plays

a role in maintaining the stability of the CNS . The intestinal barrier can protect the intestinal mucosa by secreting short-

chain fatty acids (SCFAs) and helps the growth of intestinal epithelial cells, maintaining the stability of the intestinal

system. At the same time, intestinal microorganisms will affect the host’s γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) system. The loss of

brain-derived neurotic nutritional factor (BDNF) will affect the CNS, causing depression and hindering neurological

development, synapse formation, neuron survival, cell differentiation and other processes, which will cause nervous

system injury .

Many studies have found that exploring the mechanisms of action between the nervous system and the gut microbiota

has focused more on the gut microbiota’s modification of the nervous system . Intestinal microorganisms can affect the

colour’s normal metabolic and movement levels. Syminopine is a crucial substance in the entire brain–intestine axis
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system, and it also prefaces the main body of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) secretion and metabolism . SCFAs can

stimulate the intestinal enterochromaffin cells to produce 5-HT, affecting the brain’s emotions and changing the

metabolism of 5-hydroxylidin in the CNS. Therefore, the lack of 5-HT is a crucial feature of the depression pathogenesis

mechanism .

Emotional disorders such as depression, anxiety and autism will also, in turn, affect the richness and diversity of the

intestinal microbial group . For patients with depression, the levels of mobilization and alcohol in the body increase, and

the level of thick-wall bacteria decreases. For patients with autism, the level of thick-wall bacteria and deformation

bacteria in the body increases, and the level of bacteria decreases . The changes in the intestinal microbial groups of

autism patients are also related to the level of neurotoxins generated. Neurotoxins increase the expression of C-FOS in

VN sensory ganglia and inhibit the release of neurotransmitters .

2. Mechanisms of Gut-Flora-Induced Cognitive Impairment

With an increase in age and inflammatory response, a decreased antioxidant capacity, BBB damage, and hippocampus

structural changes are related to the decline in cognitive function caused by ageing. Cognitive dysfunction includes

dementia, amnesia and delirium. Patients cannot perceive information about time and space, and the back of the brain

cannot perceive and analyse data. It is difficult for patients to establish information models. Information models can be

divided into perception, memory and thinking . Intestinal flora can affect cognitive functions through the GBA. The

intestinal flora affects brain memory, concentration, emotion and other brain functions through the neurotransmitter, VN,

neurobiological endocrine, immune regulation, and other channels. It also affects the cognitive function of β-starch-like

protein deposition, fat polysaccharide levels, and the development of small glue cells. Disorders of the intestinal flora can

cause damage to cognitive function. The intestinal flora and metabolites of patients with cognitive impairment, that is,

abnormal metabolites, stimulate external immune inflammation, promote peripheral inflammatory immune cells into the

brain-induced inflammation and seriously affect cognitive ability .

The nerve transmission of intestinal flora stimulation (GABA, 5-HT, glutamic acid (GLU), NE, dopamine, etc.) can directly

stimulate the CNS to generate signals. Among them, metabolic by-products generated by the flora can also interact with

adrenaline to stimulate the hypothalamus to generate BNDF, which further affects cognitive ability. It is worth noting that

the materials (such as serum, amino acids and GLU) produced by the intestinal microorganisms can also be used as

information transmission media to coordinate communication between the systems in the body . Among them, GLU

stimulates the CNS, and GABA exists in many immune cells which suppress the CNS by regulating the immune system

. The horizontal influence of GABA on the intestinal flora affects the VN system, and GABA further plays a role in

preventing neurological diseases . GLU and GABA are neurotransmitters that stimulate different areas of the CNS,

including the cerebral cortex, base nerve section, edge system and hypothalamus . Intestinal microorganisms may

affect the GLU/GABA ratio in the intestinal cavity, thereby affecting the transition of the GBA’s mid-intestinal signal. During

the ageing process, small glue cells are activated during the development of the CNS. Small glue cells are tissue

macrophages of the CNS that are mainly responsible for repairing damaged neural networks . Microglia can increase

β-secretase and γ-secretase activity and contribute to β-amyloid accumulation, creating a disruptive feedback loop that

leads to neuronal interactions, leading to the remodelling of dendritic spines during synaptogenesis . The occurrence of

inflammatory cytokines that lead to increased inflammation may be related to sepsis . Inflammatory cytokines destroy

the hippocampal neurons by reducing the dendritic branches of the hippocampus. The hippocampus is an integral part of

the brain’s ability to learn, cognition, and memory in the CNS. In ageing groups with cognitive obstacles, the hippocampus

will show signs of shrinking and significant atrophy. Therefore, most studies have speculated that the atrophy of the

hippocampus is also a mechanism that induces severe cognitive impairment. The synapse structure of the hippocampus

CAL region has changed, reducing the speed of neurotransmitting and the transmission and recession of the brain’s

storage information capacity, thereby increasing the degree of cognitive obstacles for ageing people. Many studies have

built mouse models to compare the degree of intervention of mouse mental obstacles. Compared with the control mice,

AD mice in a sterile environment have less amyloid β-protein . Wang et al. checked the permeability of the BBB in living

and disease-free primary mice. Their results showed that the permeability of the BBB in the body of sterile mice

increased, and the expression of proteins changed . However, the increase in the number of normal intestinal flora in

infertile mice will lead to a decrease in the BBB permeability, and the reduction in the BBB permeability causes the loss of

nutrients and cannot ensure the balance and stability of the neurons. This can easily lead to the accumulation of amyloid

β-protein, thereby aggravating cognitive obstacles. These factors indicate that intestinal microorganisms play a role in the

starch and protein changes in mental barriers. Heijtza et al. compared the behavioural activity and neurotransmitters of

mice without specific pathogens and mice without bacteria. Early exposed intestinal microorganisms reduced the

expression of PSD-95 and synapses in the two types of mouse pattern. The fungal mice demonstrated increasing
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exercise and reduced anxiety, which is related to the long-term enhancement of the cerebellum . These results show

that the microbial regulation process of host physiology affects the neural circuit signal mechanism that affects anxious

behaviour. Mahmoudiandehkordi et al. also found a strong interaction between AD and the intestinal system.

Concentrations of secondary bile acids, deoxycholic acid and their conjugates are consistently increased in AD. As bile

acid levels increase, cognitive impairment in the host becomes more severe .

The conclusion that sleep deprivation affects cognitive ability has also been verified in recent years. After 40 hours of

sleep deprivation, healthy adult subjects have demonstrated reduced immunity, increased inflammation, and severe

impairment to cognitive functions such attention, memory and other cognitive functions. To further prove that the sleep

deprivation of intestinal flora affects cognitive function, between sterile mice and ordinary mice, the cognitive ability of the

sterile mice was found to be less damaged. Cognitive function was significantly impaired in germ-free mice after faecal

transplantation. This series of animal experiments and clinical studies suggest intestinal flora disorders may mediate

sleep-deprivation-induced cognitive impairment (Figure 1) .

Figure 1. The bidirectional action between the gut–brain axis can be regulated by the blood–brain barrier, neurons and

amyloid β-protein, affecting the emotional and cognitive parts of the brain.

3. Intestinal Flora Interacts with Circadian Rhythms through the GBA
Bidirectional Circulatory System

The GBA is a two-way communication chain between the four systems (endocrine system, intestinal system, endocrine

system and CNS) . The regulatory factor in the system can affect the interaction between each system and, through the

GBA’s transmission, regulate the steady state of the host microbial group. Microorganisms produce metabolites in the

gastrointestinal system, and SCFAs can cross the BBB to affect the growth of neurons and synapses in the hippocampus

and amygdala, interacting with sympathetic nerves and nerve cells .

Successive sleep plays a crucial role in maintaining physical functions, and lack of sleep is a driving factor in the cause of

various diseases. A host with intestinal disease has abnormal levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which may cause

inflammation by destroying DNA and the immune system . In the absence of sleep, there is a large amount of ROS

accumulation in the intestine. ROS are unstable, vital oxidation short-cycle molecules . The valence electron in a large

amount of ROS is unpaired and unstable; therefore, it depends on oxygen and has a strong oxidation ability. It is easy to

deprive other macromolecules of electrons to meet their needs. ATP is also required for the oxidation of ROS, and it is

well-known that ATP increases in the waking state to meet the needs of ROS in large quantities. In contrast, sleep, as a

traditional metabolic regulation process, will put pressure on the endoplasmic reticulum, inhibit the massive production of

mitochondrial ATP, inhibit the accumulation of ROS and protect the CNS . In fly experiments conducted by Vaccaro et

al., sleep-deprived flies died rapidly. When sleep-deprived flies were fed antioxidant compounds or gut-targeted

antioxidant enzymes, the survival rate of flies that prevented the accumulation of ROS was significantly higher . Kempf

et al. also found that sleep deprivation altered the REDOX state of sleep-regulating neurons in flies, affecting the CNS
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activity . Conditional phosphate in the brain is caused by sleep, affecting day and night rhythm. If sleep is interrupted,

phosphoric acidization will gradually decrease .

Biological rhythms exist in all living organisms, including circannual rhythms and circadian rhythms, and are closely

related to metabolism and nutrition, affecting the activity of bioactive compounds . Recently, the interaction of circadian

rhythms with the gut flora has become key to the study of the metabolic regulation of the organism . The day and night

rhythm is a physiological shock process produced by environmental synchronization and endogenous creature clocks .

The day and night rhythm consists of two systems (central and peripheral clock systems) which affect the expression of

most genes in the body . The central clock system, located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), is an oscillator of

circadian rhythms. It passes the light to the SCN through retinal stimulation to regulate neuron and blood circulation under

dark conditions . The molecular rhythm clock comprises CLOCK and BMAL1 activists and PER and CRY blocking

agents. The rhythm of day and night is driven by negative feedback between factors . By improving the composition of

the intestinal flora, the rhythm of day and night participates in various physiological reactions (including nutritional

absorption, energy regulation, glucose metabolism and immune system regulation) . The intestinal microorganisms

themselves also affect rhythm of the host. Despite different environmental factors, the expression of clock genes in sterile

mice due to a lack of intestinal microbial groups will also be damaged . Most disease mechanisms are exposed when

the central endogenous clock (liver clock) is destroyed. Moreover, liver clocks are not only affected by time but also by

eating habits . When the rhythm of day and night is destroyed, the harmful bacteria (such as inflammatory bacteria) in

the intestinal microorganisms will increase. In contrast, beneficial bacteria (anti-inflammatory and SCFAs) will be reduced.

Long-term rhythmic disorder affects the brain’s normal development, destroys the bodily environment’s steady state, and

causes the host to suffer from depression and bipolar mood disorders. It also hurts memory and cognitive functions

through the CAMP Map Mapk CREB pathway, which seriously harms health . The interaction between the host’s

circadian rhythm and gut flora is bidirectional. The gut flora affects the host’s energy metabolic system by regulating the

efficiency of energy extraction from food and the way in which energy is obtained . Oxidation-related substances, such

as enzymes, ROS and oxidants, also significantly affect the stability of circadian rhythms . Melatonin has solid oxidative

properties that remove ROS and, due to its lipophilic nature, it is readily involved in interactions between the brain and the

gut microbiota via the BBB . The loss of the gut microbiota affects the activity of rhythm promoters and terminators,

altering gene expression and ultimately reprogramming circadian chromatin . In contrast, circadian arrhythmias also

provide negative feedback to the gut flora, increasing the permeability of the gut barrier and leading to an abnormal

metabolism and even endotoxemia .
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